providing faster insect elimination by means of its unique translucent technology
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Unique Technology in Cobra
provides a faster catch than
other fly traps of its kind
Mean catch of the Cobra 45 Watt translucent trap compared
with two leading competitor units over a 3 hour period
100%
Percentage of houseflies trapped

Essential fly trap
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Cobra caught 74% of flies within one hour

Fact! Consistently outperformed other
competitor units

Fact! Translucent cover emits UV at
180o angle

Fact! The dispersed UV output increases
fly attraction

Fact! Discreet fly control with large catch area

CobraTM has been designed and developed to enable us to offer one of the most efficient glue board insect control systems available.
The NEW & INNOVATIVE translucent technology incorporated in the CobraTM emits the most UV light intensity compared to similar types
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of units. This Unique UV dispersing technology allows for the light to shine from the front, top and sides covering large areas and thus
increasing the fly catch - even for small flies. Our extensive research has identified that shape and colour as well as light output,
influences the number of insects attracted. The CobraTM design includes all of these features. In addition, the unit is fitted with a UV light
reflecting louvre panel behind the tubes to further enhance the output. The louvre also provides the further benefit of hiding the insects
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from view and provides discreet insect control for public sensitive areas.
The two specially formulated control boards ensure that once inside the insects are permanently trapped. The CobraTM glue boards have
a large catch area of 1400 sq. cms. (215 sq. ins.) of insect retaining area which can be changed both quickly, easily and less frequently ideal for heavy infestations.
During independent testing CobraTM Translucent has proved to be the most effective product within its class and has consistently
outperformed other units with more than twice the light output.

Conventional light
trap output

The CobraTM can be supplied in 30Watt or 45Watt variants with either translucent or grey covers.

APPLICATIONS
Food production |

Food processing

|

Commercial Kitchens

F E AT U R E S - 2 o r 3 x 1 5 Wa t t Tu b e

TRANSLUCENT
TECHNOLOGY
Output

|

Canteens

|

Supermarkets

BENEFITS

Jet proof version available (IP45)

The UV enhancing translucent technology allows all Ultraviolet

-

UV dispersing translucent cover

light to shine from the front, top and sides of the unit.

-

Grey cover available

This technology significantly improves insect attraction.

-

215sq. inches (1400cms) of catch area

-

Sleek design

-

Easy Service

Large catch area requires less frequent glue board replacement –

-

Unique Design

ideal for heavy infestations and large accounts

-

Tested Efficiency

-

Silent Operation

-

Table top or wall mounted

Service on the Cobra trap is done quickly and easily without any

-

Glue boards are grid marked to assist with HACCP monitoring

need for tools.

-

Wrap around cord with three sided cord channels

-

Certified to world wide standards

Independently tested with proven higher catch rate.

Excellent for use in food handling and other sensitive areas

Each unit offers the convenience of two mounts – table top or
wall mounting making it adaptable to various situations

T E C H N I C A L D ATA

Model
29 Navigation Drive | Hurst Business Park | Brierley Hill
West Midlands | DY5 1UT | UK
Tel: +44(0)1 384 472 900 Fax: +44(0)1 384 472 911

Weight

Lamps

CG215 30W COBRATM FLY STAR, Grey, Wall mount or Tabletop

Description

Dimensions mm (Height, Width, Depth)
344 x 528 x 128

4.75kg

2 x 15W

CG315 45W CobraTM FLY STAR, Grey, Wall mount or Tabletop

344 x 528 x 128

4.75kg

3 x 15W

344 x 528 x 128

4.75kg

3 x 15W

CT315 45W

CobraTM TM, Translucent, Wall mount or Tabletop

CG315-04

CobraTM JET, Grey, Wall mount or Tabletop

Web: www.b-one.com | www.biting-insects.com | www.medixair.com
e-mail: sales@b-one.com

US Patent AST-101-US, patent 6,108,965
European Patent 99302626.9 Other country patents pending

